The subject matter of his inquiry is the «intellectual formation» (geistige Gestaltung) of a specific society.
By the term intellectual formation we refer not only to the larger, obvious phenomena, such as political institutions, art, works, factories, railroads, psychological therapies, and the like. The study must also take into account all aspects of everyday life, no matter how trivial: for example, the ships on the Hudson River tend to be painted a smudged red color, rather like bloodsausage, while boats on the Seine seem to prefer a more gentle tint; […] . Intellectual formations should show traces of their origin in a particular social body. But such a social body is itself merely the embodiment of intellectual formations held together by traits peculiar to the form. 2 Voegelin argues that the "form" of a society had to be based on the interrelationship of various mental expressions (philosophy, economy, law, etc.) that led to a same model which binds the entire social order into a unity. Therefore, instead of identifying the State with the monarch or law with the Grundnorm, Voegelin refers to the intellectual formations which are at the root of the political organization. 3 To grasp society in all its richness it is necessary to focus on the self-reflection of society. According to Voegelin:
[…] what is it we want to know when we look into a national mind and try to understand it? We want to know the nation's attitude toward the essential questions of life […] . We want to know what it considers a valuable aim to pursue in life, its attitude toward death and God, its ideal of humanity, its ideas about social relations within the body politic, about relations to other national units, its belief in its mission in history, what it thinks of itself. A scientifically worked out concept of a national mind has to answer these questions, […] . 4 Thus, the (political) scientist must begin his investigation from the interpretation of the inherent meaning of the material that he wants to study. He proceeds grasping from history the morphology of the national type of mind. As a matter of fact, the national type of mind is brought into existence by history itself. Thus, investigation has an empiricalexperiential basis: the analysis of the intellectual formation is tied to personal and social or institutional expressions of mind which have an experiential foundation.
In this respect, common sense is at the base of the American type of mind. According to Voegelin, the intellectual and political life of the United States is not founded on a rigid doctrinal system, it was inspired by concrete political events which constitute the basis of political life, such as the founding of the American Republic, the Declaration of Independence and the adoption of the Constitution. An immediate perception, an original trust/belief in the historical roots of the basic principles of the democratic community prevail in the social and political scene. From Voegelin's perspective, the political significance of common sense in the United States emerges from the "sense of things in common" which is a prerequisite for a healthy moral and political life. Moreover, this sense of things that human beings and human communities have in common is grounded in the immediate knowledge of reality that is a mental capacity to recognize self-evident truths.
These self-evident truths, on which common sense understanding is based, are not truths that are necessarily obvious to everyone, but are evident only to those who, with an unclouded vision, have detected and experienced their importance. 5 Hence, on the one hand, common sense is anchored in experience, concerning a contact with the world in its physical and mental dimensions, and on the other hand, is founded by experience because «it is the fruit of innumerable encounters with the world's basic features and innumerable judgments both of fact and logic». 6 Just as in the Scottish School, in Voegelin's conception, common sense is «the ability of the normal man, reasonable man (the common man in the Anglo-Saxon sense) to behave rationally in the ordinary affairs of everyday life»; 7 and so it «must be understood in the sense of the Scottish School, especially Thomas Reid. For Reid, man is, in Cicero's sense, rationis particeps; […] Common sense means the same as "a branch or degree of ratio"» and as a result «does not connote a social ballast of vulgar ideas […] . On the contrary, it is the habit of judgment and conduct of man formed by ratio; one could say it is the habit of an Aristotelian spoudaios». 8 For Voegelin, common sense is a necessary mental disposition for philosophizing, keeping philosophy anchored in direct experiences of reality. Hence, both as the capacity to recognize self-evident truths and as a body of knowledge constituted by self-evident truths, common sense is the condition for political science. The use of reason for the basic questions of order is the insight necessary for the correct modes of action concerning man's existence in society. Common sense insights, which are «the lowest-ranking statements that directly interpret concrete experience», 9 range from the organization of government, requirements of domestic, foreign, military and financial policy to decision-making in concrete cases. 10 Thus, the body of knowledge constituted by common sense is essential for building an ordered political society. As a matter of fact, a good society depends on a) men of seasoned judgment who b) define the decision-making process of politics on self-evident facts and truths. This involves a common sense understanding of what is right and good, so that the communal sense of justice, humanity and happiness is not messed up.
Voegelin points out that the loss of reasoning logically has its decisive manifestation in the mass and ideological movements of our age. Moreover, the meaning of life in all its facets cannot be grasped by means of a-priori concepts or calculative reason or natural science models. The attempt to understand man's being through this type of reason is an existential disturbance and a potential source of social disorder. Thus, the lack of a common sense tradition makes society vulnerable to self-destruction. However, in Voegelin's account, a penetrating inquiry into man's existence and into the real source of order cannot be achieved without common sense. Common sense thinking is foundational and regulative for a theoretical understanding of political reality. On the one hand, it constitutes the starting point for theorizing and, on the other hand, it provides the foundation for the advancement of political theory.
In addition to common sense philosophy as the distinct form of the American way of thinking, the German political philosopher notices the significance of William James's thought. In James's philosophy Voegelin captures an unconventional rationality which is characterized by a core of common sense convictions that are refined and enriched. In particular, in the Voegelinian perspective, Jamesian philosophy is remarkable for a) the conception of experience and b) the creative and spontaneous confrontation with reality, which experience itself determined. The variety of experience in its individual and social dimensions is the element that Voegelin appreciates most and around which unfolds his theoretical speculation. Like James, Voegelin is against an artificial and impoverished notion of experience.
The gnoseology of James is grounded in pure experience, that is «the instant field of the present», «the immediate flux of life», the undifferentiated primary experience that man naturally embraces being part of the reality from which experience itself originates. Man (subject) and the world (object) are simultaneously implicated in the constitution of experience and in the process of knowing. Hence, pure experience is the starting point for understanding reality considered concretely, because it is in this flux of life or stream of consciousness that we find all the material from which to build our truths. Pure experience indicates the path of knowledge, which is founded in an instant awareness of "things" perceived as they appear to personal consciousness, and therefore it corresponds to reality telling us all we can ever know. Thus, consciousness appears to be characterized as a Thus, common sense is the first step to reacting to the political and economic disarray of contemporary politics, finding a concrete ground that could serve as a reliable basis for moral and political order. But, Voegelin adds to common sense the questioning dimension of philosophy: the never ending search for truth that takes place in the in-between reality of consciousness. The openness to reality, which in common sense philosophy originates in intimate acquaintance and trust and in the sense of a higher law and divine demand or higher judge, in Voegelin's perspective, is the pivot for unfolding the experiential tension of metaxy.
Southern Agrarianism and common sense philosophy
Speaking about Southern Agrarians and measuring the depth of their political theory and its relation to common sense and to Voegelin's political philosophy, I will indicate the prominent features of their thought. I will not explore Agrarianism systematically in its historical roots and in its ideological complexities even if I recognize the difficulty of generalizing about a group of individuals who diverge radically in their personalities and ideologies and which includes a complex array of movements. I will focus on Agrarianism 18 E. VOEGELIN, Anamnesis cit., p. 411.
underlining that it has a contemporary relevance reminding us, a) to ponder carefully the dilemmas of our world and b) the necessity to fight for a humane, just and responsibly free society. In the 1930s the Agrarian vision of a proper order of man and society, born as a relief from the pressure of modernism, secularism, progressivism, scientism, materialism, centralism, industrialism, capitalism and endless economic expansion dissolving communities and social cohesion. As a matter of fact, at the core of the Agrarian thought 19 I will not take into consideration the sense of white supremacy, the subordination of African-Americans, the marginalization of women, the thorny question of racism that in some cases occurs in their works. These are facets profoundly related to their thought, requiring a vaster analysis that cannot be tackled in this brief paper. 20 The Southern is perceived as a unity of mind, body and spirit and he is understood in the wholeness of his being that means in his individuality and sociability, both closely related to family, community and nature. This is fundamental to fight against personal isolation and social atomization and against the messianic pretension of science. Thus, they revolt against the products of modernity and market society rethinking the social and political conditions capable of realizing a civil society organized on a human scale.
The preservations of society's spiritual and moral values depends, above all, upon the nature and form of property and government. Against big business and big government they favor an economic development that must be rendered morally and socially responsible; they condemn corporate centralization for divorcing property from the direct responsibility of those who control it and thus they look after a kind of proprietas that «keeps its identity with the individual». 27 Hence, Southern Agrarian conservatives desire to combine private ownership and social participation and control. In this respect, they defend constitutional democracy-representative government against the "numerical" democracy-radical egalitarianism which is always on the verge of degenerating in centralized forms of political regime. Big business or finance capitalism forces a bureaucratic control that is the sign of a strong central government. In contrast to that, they feel the necessity to strengthen the political power of states and communities and, at the same time, they recognize the the necessity of having some form of knowledge that will stand above the welter of earthly change and bear witness that God is superior to accident […] teaches that whereas some things may be learned through investigation and the exercise of the reasoning powers, others must be given or "revealed" by God. Man cannot live under a settled dispensation if the postulates of his existence must be continually revised in accordance with knowledge furnished by a nature filled with contingencies.
[…] in the science of nature there are constantly appearing emergents which, if allowed to affect spiritual and moral verities, would destroy them by rendering them dubious, tentative and conflicting. It is therefore imperative […] that man has for guidance in this life a body of knowledge to which the facts of natural discovery are either subordinate or irrelevant. This body of knowledge is "the rock of ages", firm in the vast sea of human passion and fallibility. Moral truth is not something which can be altered every time science widens its field of induction.
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The Agrarian re-adaptation of common sense ideas that concur to shape a wellordered society, which have also in Burke (and in Burkean conservatism) a point of reference, warns against the forces of modernity and the destructive results of science.
Today more than ever it is clear that the «flourishing technology», the uncontrolled exploitation of nature, industrialization and finance capitalism without restraint «may make our civilization more rather than less difficult of attainment». They lead to «mobilization of external forces», they create «enormous concentrations of irresponsible power» and «through an inexorable standardization» they destroy individuality and create «the greatest moral confusion». 29 Hence, thinking about the recent events (such as foreign and domestic policy failures, environmental depredation, urban decay, loss of confidence in institutions, economic disarray) the Agrarian analysis of the precarious state of our civilization is illuminating. Furthermore, they call for an economy and a society organized on a human scale, that permits a) more individual, family and community control over personal and social destinies than does the centralized industrial and capitalistic society, b) more concern with spiritual and human values than does the mode of existence fostered by the scientifictechnocratic-industrial world, c) a political order constituting civilization on traditional bonds and on timeless moral truths.
Condemning modernity not per se but rather the cult of scientism, rationalism and material progress, Agrarian conservatism tries to reconcile, on the one hand, modernity and tradition and, on the other hand, modernity and progress. Their aims are to purge the worst from modernity responding to the needs of community and individuals and to combat the progressive disintegration of the Western social fabric. The synthesis they are looking for is not simple to find: they try to envisage a different form of society balancing history, religion and ethics. The awareness of the relevance of common sense (common sense perceptions, common sense morality, an adaptation to God and a gradual victory of the good…) to modern political life and especially democracy affects the Southern Conservative thought.
The renewal of well-being of the whole society, in particular the revitalizing of the Southern tradition, that they desire to carry out, is related to common sense. In fact, common sense is seen as a guide to govern man between good and evil and thus to grasp how man ought to live and best realize the potential of his existence. At the heart of the Southern experience there is a societas which is a repository of values and in which members are «"related in terms of practice"» in «a common way». In this respect, the philosophical import of literature is crucial and so the fact that most of the Agrarians are men of letters 31 is essential to fully understand their vision of order and their perspective of common sense. First, literature is a source for the sense of unity and community and it is a relief from the pressures of modernity. By means of literature in all of its dimensions (poetry, novels and so on) it is possible to recover the tradition and the myth of the South, its regional memory and its heritage. Thus, it is the expression of a creative power and of a sensibility: literature has a meditative quality through which it is possible to examine and recover the «positive economic, social, and religious values out of which the good life and its profound expression in art [is]
possible». 32 Secondly, and above all, literature is a contemplative mode of consciousness which denotes a particular process of thinking about our «common humanity» and about «the crises of modern political, social and spiritual disorder». Brooks and Robert Heilman. 34 The contact with these colleagues of the English Department was to be stimulating for reflecting upon the relationship between philosophy, literature and common sense. literature constitutes reality, if it is any good, and does not merely imitate or interpreted it. The starting point for theoretical consideration would be for me the Aristotelian observation (in the Poetics) that the poets give better insights into human nature than the historians, because they do not report reality but imaginatively create the "nature" of things. "Reality" as observed is always nature in the state of potentiality; the "true" reality of actualized nature is rarely given, but must be constructed from the resources of the artist. 35 Thus, literature is a way for starting an inquiry into the nature of man. This type of investigation does not exclude history. On the contrary it is a historical interpretation because the nature of man unfolds its potentialities historically and it reveals the mutual participation in the quest of human nature between the object of interpretation or rather the human being (the novelist/the poet who symbolized their experiences in language) and the subject of interpretation (the philosopher or the literary critic). The shared spiritual substance of, on the one hand, the writer and, on the other hand, the philosopher/literary critic makes possible participation «in the great dialogue that goes through the centuries among men about their nature and destiny». 36 Thus, in literary works emerge the symbolism of the search for order in the human existence of artists. And the works of art enable us to understand the one ordered universe common to all, to develop and fulfill our potential as human beings and to understand the dimensions of reality in which we find ourselves immersed. 37 This literary exploration into being has two constituents. First of all, it consists of a common sense approach (a «pre-philosophic "wisdom" literature») 38 which clings to reality and reveals the immediacy of the language symbolism of the artist. 39 In addition to that, it also involves a critical-questioning approach or rather a philosophical inquiry to reach the heart of human existence. This kind of analysis is the one carried on by philosophers (and literary critics) to fully grasp human experience as it has been articulated and symbolized. Both components (common sense and critical-philosophical approach) are indispensable elements in the search for order. Both of them are necessary to confront the socio-political reality (and the symbolic expressions of the works of art). They are necessary for the philosopher and the literary critic who desire to establish a theoretical science of humanity that would include all dimensions of human existence and to understand the trail of symbols left by the human search for order.
Conclusions:
The philosophical program of Agrarianism is based on the two modes of philosophizing, the common sense level and the critical-questioning level, mentioned above.
As a matter of fact, these two levels of inquiry are the one structure that enable the construction of a political philosophy for a thorough understanding of reality. However, one of the persisting criticisms of Agrarianism has been that they failed to bring their political theory into pragmatic existence and thus to translate their philosophical project into action.
Being strong social critics, they lack a reflective distance in the quest to recover reality from the perils of modernity which endanger humanity. Hence, Southern Agrarians have a theoretical position too firmly embedded in the reality they examine and a weak questioning dimension or noetic insight able to grasp the full participation of man in the realms of being.
If the Southern Agrarians' common sense approach is a factor of highest importance for the recovery and the stability of a healthy Western society, it is inadequate to respond to the philosophical and practical struggle against the ideologies of the modern age. interpretation, as the one developed by Robert Heilman and so a type of analysis very close to the one advanced by New Criticism, 43 imposes a procedure of reading reality that arranges «the problem of human nature in the technically perfect order of progress from the peripheral to the center of personality». 44 Without divorcing literature from history, but leaving behind a historicist analysis, 45 it deals with «action and language, body and soul, emotion and expression, experience and symbol» that are all parts of «the web that mysteriously carries the meaning of being and existence». 46 Through a cognitive process rooted both in common sense and reflective distance literary theory can capture the existential movement in the metaxy of human beings and «penetrate to "the eternal truth of things"». 47 This is the further philosophical insight necessary to the Agrarian perspective and when thinking about Agrarian literary men and about the literary movement of the New Criticism, they have it to hand. Their commitment to literature offers a dense philosophical texture which can be one of the catalysts to look into the soul of man and politics. Literary criticism is a way to understand and judge a work of art and to discover the phenomenon of mind and spirit present in reality (but not to re-create the world in the critic's image!). It is armed with awareness and concern for social and political issues and, above all with reflectiveness as a source of creative tension.
Thus, literary criticism is a kind of inquiry that can bring together religion, pity, traditions and the historical experience of the South, recovering a clearness of vision which enables us to sense the dehumanizing effects of modernity, to find ways of living which can preserve values to which modernity appears indifferent and hostile, to recapture the symbolic and programmatic character of the Agrarian credo, and to perceive the source of order and the constancy of man's quest for the meaning of transcendence.
